
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a staff engineer / senior staff
engineer. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for staff engineer / senior staff engineer

Manage software release activities, escrow process for main software
releases, cumulative hot-fixes
Evaluate advancements in DevOps, new infrastructure and tools
Assess risk/reward criteria and use engineered solutions to manage difficult
drilling operations
Review and influence development of detailed procedures for drilling to aid
in performance and cost efficiency with ability to work in a wide range of
pressures and depths
Review and monitor drilling performance to identify areas of needed
improvement
Develops quality strategy for large-scale, highly challenging programs with
outstanding initiative and innovation
Often acts independently on issue resolution, projects and other assignments
Exercises independent judgment in developing methods, techniques and
evaluation criteria for obtaining results on new assignments
Provides consultation, guidance and work direction to colleagues and
management and uses judgment to influence within and across functions to
drive impact on the business/function
Provides critical direction and oversight to external designers, developers
and manufacturers

Example of Staff Engineer / Senior Staff Engineer Job
Description
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Good working knowledge of high performance broadband analog circuits for
optical front end receivers and transmitters, such as TIAs, laser/modulator
drivers, clock and data recovery circuits
Good working knowledge in different processes, such as, SiGe BiCMOS,
GaAs, III-V technologies, CMOS
MS in computer science or EE preferred
Ability to work in a fast paced environment and willingness to figure out
solutions
Work completely and accurately under time constraints and deadlines
Ability to interact professionally with other employees to understand
problems, provide solutions, seek and provide feedback


